Abstract
Introduction
At the beginning of the built of virtual enterprise, due to the lack of communication and trust, the enterprises don't want to share technical information and fear of Opportunism Behavior , and do not initiative to exchange information on product development, design information, which brings resistance to the formation of virtual enterprises. Person at the exchange edge has more suspicion to their partners, and more unsatisfactory on work.
As partner selection method, most use analytic hierarchy (AHP), data envelopment analysis (DEA), support vector machine (VSM) and other methods of evaluation and decision. Paper [1] first proposed a framework of virtual enterprise partner selection by the combination of 0-1 integer programming DEA two-stage. Paper [2] for agile manufacturing, just consider the cost factors, established a cost-minimizing model of virtual enterprise partner selection, and gave the solution of graph theory. To make up the lack of literature [2] , [3] considered the time factor, established virtual enterprise partner selection model based on time constraints of minimize the cost, and gave the two-phase algorithm. Paper [4] used an improved genetic algorithm to solve the virtual enterprise partner selection model [3] had built. Literature [5] considered the operation of the distributed manufacturing environment characteristics, established operational costs based on production and transportation cost minimization model of virtual enterprise partner selection, and gave the heuristic tabu search algorithm. [6] built the virtual enterprise partner selection model on the failure rate of sub-projects and minimize the loss of working time rate, and gives R-GA algorithm. Literature [7] [8] [9] [10] established a virtual enterprise partner selection model of minimize the cost of the project, and gives GA and B&B algorithm. Above literatures promote the study of virtual enterprise partner selection, but the issue's study still has many deficiencies, such as the complexity analysis of virtual enterprise partner selection problem, the new algorithm, which need further study, and research on how to solve the partner selection problem through multi-Agent model combining with simulation remains a challenge.
The built of virtual enterprise, partner selection process is a complex system, with the characters of systematic, integrated, agile etc. The researcher find that mathematical methods have difficult to carry out a full description of these complex and analysis, however, the system modeling and simulation method can solve the problems faced by traditional methods. This paper's researching is based on the model of BDI Agent, carry out the research of the modeling and simulating the Virtual Enterprise's partner selection using Swarm simulation methodology, analyze the simulation results under the background of Swarm simulation methodology, and study the relationship between micro and macro behavior in this system. This article carries out partner selection based on the target of virtual enterprise, and builds a virtual enterprise model, including the primary partner selection, partner selection and modeling, process simulation, mechanism design, and reshuffle of the partner enterprises. First of all, do the partner selection based on BDI Agent model to form a virtual enterprise alliance; constantly adjust the model of virtual enterprise, under the background of Swarm simulation methodology to carry out the research of the related problems of virtual enterprise partner selection Modeling and Simulation, according to the simulation results indicate the goals and methods of corporate partner enterprises restructuring; finally determine an optimal form of virtual enterprise and the optimal program mode of partners involved in. As shown below: Figure 1 . The process of partner selection and modeling
Primary partner selection based on BDI Agent
This article use the BDI Agent to model the virtual enterprise partner selection, it is feasible. BDI model is based on Bratman's rational analysis of philosophy and intentions, describes the objectivity of the intention and its central position in the rational equilibrium. He researched the behavioral intentions from the philosophical; he believed that only maintaining the equilibrium of the belief, desire and intention of rational can solve the problem effectively, the study will have a broad impact to artificial intelligence [11] . A. Rao and M. Georgeff give a formal models of BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention Theory), including the definition of basic logic, belief, desire and intention. And described and defined its modal operator, gave the definition axioms between the BDI operators. Their BDI Model Agent played a prominent role in the study of Agent, the combination of their study promoted the formation of BDI Agent Model [12] .
A typical BDI Agent usually contains three major data structures: belief set, desire set and intention set [13] . The belief set (B) is the Agent's estimate about its own ability with the current state of the environment, describes the basic knowledge and capabilities of the Agent, including pre-defined knowledge, knowledge acquired through sensing the environment, as well as through communication, reasoning and learning of knowledge, it can be constantly updated, it belongs to the information parts of the Agent; the desire set (D) is the hope of the Agent for the environment of the future state, which expresses a state the Agent wishes to achieve or wants to maintain, including the goals imposed externally or objectives self-generated, or the action route preferences of the Agent may take to achieve the target, the preferences changes by the different decision-makers they represented, belongs to the desire target components parts of the Agent; the intention set (I) is the Plans and commitments of the Agent to achieve the objectives and actions, because the limited of the cognitive ability and physical resources of the Agent, Agent can not pursue all the goals once, it can only choose a part of the goal to implement, this needs to format intentions by promise, it the real target group parts of the Agent, which direct-drive Agent's external behavior [14] .
Kinny and Georgeff given the formal definition of belief, desire, intention model [15] , Wooldridge made the general structure of BDI Agent [16] , This study is based on the traditional model of BDI Agent and in Figure 2 shows the reasoning process diagram of the traditional BDI Agent: We can see from Figure 2 , the first the BDI Agent model use the components thought, timely update the knowledge base of the belief set (B) according to the changes of the environment ,it can be seen as a process of accumulation; when the knowledge base accumulated to a certain message, give the solving views for problem to form the desire set (D), it can be seen as formation the target; After screening of the solving views, screening out the feasibility and optimality from the wishes objectives to form the intention set (I), it will be divided into the goals of the intention and the plans of the intention; by the beliefs and aspirations of policy-makers represented by Agent to carry out acts of selection , to output the final outcome. The findings, in turn, affect the environment, so that the BDI Agent Model updates constantly.
BDI model is the typical representative of internal structure of reflective Agent; considering Agent as consciousness system, describing the process of Agent how to carry a number of actions for realizing a certain goal, with more profound in cognitive psychology and philosophy basis. At the same time, because these concepts have already known and understood in people's daily life, we can easily handle the relative problems of individual behavior and interactions inference between individuals, which is fit to people's thinking habits. In addition, belief, desire, intention, also can be processed as components of Agent, on the one hand, it can reveal the process of Agent's behavior clearly based on the description of component, and on the other hand, it's easy to develop appropriate technology, display the work process of Agent in the computer application.
An enterprise (The leader) got a big project, it cannot complete the project alone due to their own limited of capacity and resources, and so it breaks down the project into several sub-projects, and then tenders the sub-project. The tender information contains the type of core resources subproject required, expected completion time and other information. Bidder on a sub tender, it should be completed according to their capacity needs to determine the time and costs of the subproject. Finally, the leader chooses the best partners to form a dynamic alliance to complete the project. b) The candidate enterprise Agent which is next to the leader enterprises is prior to receive the belief given by leader, at the same time the candidate enterprise Agent updates the knowledge base of belief set (B), It makes judges whether can finish the task combined its owned sources and capabilities with its knowledge . If it is false, then gave up the task; if it is true, then update their belief set (B), including project resource requirements, time required for the project and other information, and then translates belief re-passed to the leader enterprise.
c) The leader enterprises Agent receives the belief from the candidate enterprises Agent to updated the belief set (B), the belief set (B) contains the companies number of different candidate enterprises, the task numbers, the resources which required to complete the task, the time which required to complete the task such as information etc. and to identify the faith, select the appropriate values, and form their own desire set (D), there are a variety of desires in the desire set (D) which were translated into the language to disseminate to the candidate enterprises.
d) The candidate enterprises Agent receive the desire from the leader enterprises Agent. the same time the candidate enterprise distinguish the information from the leader enterprises Agent to update the knowledge base on the desire set (D) to determine whether join it, if it is false, then give up the task; If true, then update their desire set (D), the desire set (D) includes some of the conditions mentioned, such as remuneration, and translate the desire to the language re-passed to the leader enterprises Agent.
e) The leader enterprises Agent see the wishes which fed back from the candidate enterprise Agent to update the desire set (D), the desire set (D) includes whether all the candidate enterprises are join in, whether the conditions can support, and group all desire to submitted to the intention set (I) to unified management, under the Interaction of the belief set (B) and the desire set (D) to select the desire which have maximum efficiency, choose the most appropriate group of candidate enterprise to compose the virtual enterprise, and to form the intentions after the planning, and to manage the implementation process of the partner selection of virtual enterprise. f) When the task is completed, the intention set (I) of the leader enterprise Agent obtained the results of implementation, results including the completion of the task, the satisfaction of the partner companies, finally feedback the implementation of the results to the desire set (D) and the environment, expand the knowledge base of the desire set (D), the desire set (D) can view the history to distinguish the same enterprises. It is helpful to enhance the desire set (D) to distinguish, improve the efficiency of the response of model. The environment acts on the belief set (B) and updates the knowledge base of belief set (B).
In this paper, model the partner selection of virtual enterprise using the existing BDI Agent modeling combined with self-organization principle. In the Figure 3 , the composition of the environment is no longer static, and these Agent contacts with the environment and other Agent while learning.
Simulation results
In this paper, the selection partner of the virtual enterprise using the Modeling based on Swarm to model analysis to study the relationship of the leader enterprise Agent and the candidate enterprise Agent in the system to achieve the understand and optimize the partner selection purposes of virtual enterprise. In the model each Agent as a property ---information, the leader enterprise Agent send message to distribute items in a virtual environment, the leader enterprise Agent receives the information feedback from the candidate enterprise Agent; the candidate enterprise Agent accepts the items sent from the leader enterprise Agent in a virtual environment and the candidate enterprise Agent to judge the project if it can be finished with their abilities and feedback the information to the leader enterprise Agent. No matter the leader enterprise Agent or the candidate Agent both want to receive the best information (cost optimal), and then they will feel satisfied (Satisfied). As time passed, both get their desired information, Agent will get together in certain regions, then the formation of virtual enterprise alliance. When a new candidate want to join the Enterprise Agent virtual enterprise, and it met the above model which can meet cost optimization, then the new Agent allowed to enter the Union to accept the task, otherwise cannot enter the Union. Single Agent is difficult to make their own self-satisfied (Satisfied), so as time progresses; they will tend to get together towards equilibrium, the formation of virtual enterprise.
The affect of time of duration in the partner selection of virtual enterprise
The time of duration means the time of partnership. The longer come out the closer cooperative relationship. In the virtual environment, it needs to collect and consider information, including how long the partnership has continued, whether intended to last for long, whether the virtual enterprise select partner to meet the needs of short-term or longer-term. If it is short-term, it can meet the expectations of the product life cycle. If it is longer-term, the fact affect the time of duration of the qualitative include cooperation experience, reputation and so on. Figure 5 is the graph of the dissatisfaction of Agent change with time .The leader enterprise Agent exchanges information with the candidate enterprise Agent around the leader enterprise Agent, when the candidate enterprise Agent accord requirements with virtual alliances (i.e. the cost optimization), then the candidate join virtual enterprise alliance. The formation of virtual enterprise alliance with the time passed, Unsatisfied of the leader enterprise Agent and the candidate enterprise Agent lower and dissatisfaction will tend to balance.
From Figure 4 , when the time of duration last to 200 times, the dissatisfaction of Agent decreased quickly with time, reaching about 0.55,In Figure 5 , the time of duration is longer, up to 400 times, the cooperation is more closely and Agent dissatisfaction tend to balance. Figure 6 . The virtual environment with 10 Agent Figure 7 . The graph of the dissatisfaction of 10 Agents change with time Figure 6 is a virtual environment, the Green Point mean the number of Agent, when many Agents gather together will form a virtual enterprise alliance, a virtual enterprise alliance will form the red region; Figure 7 , is the graph of the dissatisfaction of Agent change with time .
The affect of the number of enterprises capacity in the partner selection of virtual enterprise
From Figure6, 7, when the Agent number was 10, there is not enough Agent number to form effective virtual enterprise alliance, each Agent is alone, and the dissatisfaction is high, reaching above 0.55. Modify the number of Agent to 13 to observe the scene of experimental. Figure 9 .The graph of the dissatisfaction of 13 Agents change with time Figure 8 , 9, we can see that when the number of Agent is13, there is an effective virtual enterprise alliance in the lower right, the red area is relatively small, which shows that the virtual enterprise alliance is small, and dissatisfaction decreased slightly to around 0.4 . We modify the number of Agent 100 to observe the scene of experimental. From Figure 10 , 11, we can see that at the beginning of formation of the virtual enterprise , each Agent is located in different parts, with the change of time, dissatisfaction rapidly decline. From Figure  12 , 13, each Agent accordance with the first location advantage, choose partners nearby, it show the regional characteristics of the virtual enterprise alliance, after the formation of virtual enterprise, and then to screen the new Agent. When formation the virtual enterprise alliance, then the dissatisfaction is relatively low, this is around 0.15. In Figure 14 , keep the number of virtual enterprises 100 unchanged, change the information transmission capacity of the Agent to 3, the information transmission capacity enhanced the successful expression of virtual enterprise, which has a great help for virtual enterprise, the Figure 13 shows the optimization of the virtual enterprise, the number is fewer, but more clustered, higher-quality, and it become easier to exchange information between Agent in virtual enterprise.
The affect of the

Conclusions
The time of duration, the number of virtual enterprises and the ability of transforming information affect the selection of its partner in some extent. When the Agent is in large quantities, there will be lots of distributed virtual enterprise alliance, Swarm good simulation of this phenomenon, Swarm simulation can be seen as an optimization problem: each Agent is all striving to maximized their own satisfaction (Satisfied Ines), each Agent is completely spontaneous in spite of the activities in the simulation, but the average satisfaction is to be improved over time and eventually tend to be an equilibrium state. From the experimental results, it shows that it is effective and feasible to use complex adaptive method and Swarm methods to simulate virtual enterprise partner selection process. It has a good guidance for the real-world enterprises alliance.
